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Abstract:  
A Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network or VANET is a equipment that utilizations moving autos as hubs in a system to make a 
versatile system. In vehicular systems, moving vehicles are empowered to speak with each other by means of inter vehicle 
interchanges as sound as with road side units (RSUs) in zone through roadside-to-vehicle correspondences. In urban 
vehicular systems, the area protection of the unknown vehicles is very concerned. Without characters of members, such 

systems are defenseless against the Sybil assault. Sybil assault is an assault, where a pernicious vehicle takes on the 
appearance of numerous characters, overwhelmingly impacting the assault. To distinguish and keep this assault, we utilize 
a novel Sybil assault recognition demonstrates called Footprint. Impression empowers the directions of vehicles for 
distinguishing proof as yet saving their area security in planned work, will test into planning enhanced linkable Signer-
Ambiguous Signature Schemes with the end goal that the calculation overhead for signature affirmation and the 
communiqué upstairs can be dense. Second, an edge Elgamal framework based key association plot for conservation 
VANET since the arranged RSUs and their connivance with the vindictive vehicle. 

 

Index Terms: Sybil spasm, location concealment, signer-ambiguous monogram, location-hidden route, 

Elgamal Key management 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

1. Introduction 

 Before two decades, vehicular network have been emerging as a foundation of the next-generation 

intellectual transport Systems (ITSs), causative to safer and more efficient roads by providing timely 

information to drivers and anxious the system. In vehicular networks, moving  vehicles are enabled to 

communicate with each other by means of intervehicle transportation as  glowing  as  among  road-side  unit  

(RSUs)  in  vicinity  via roadside-to-vehicle communications. In inner-city vehicular networks somewhere the 
seclusion, especially the location privacy of vehicles ought to be alive surefire [1], [2], vehicle oblige to be 

time-honored in a mysterious method. A wide spectrum of applications in such a network relies on partnership 

and into sequence aggregation amongst participate vehicle. Without identities of participants, such applications 

be defenseless to the Sybil molest wherever a malevolent medium masquerade as numerous identity [3], 

insignificantly influence the corollary. The corollary of Sybil do violence to occasion in vehicular network can 

be vital. For instance, in safety-related relevance such as openness admonition, impact averting, and transitory 

assistance, unfair consequences cause by a Sybil harass can escort to ruthless car accident. Hence, it is of 

immense meaning to perceive Sybil attacks starting the exceptionally commencement of their incident. The 

uncovering of Sybil attack in urban vehicular networks is a challenging task. First, vehicle is unidentified. In 

attendance are thumbs down manacles of hope concerning claim identities to real vehicles. Second, location 

privacy of vehicle is of enormous distress. Locality in succession of vehicle be capable of be incredibly off the 
record. 
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Third, conversation flanked by transport is awfully little. Payable to towering mobility of vehicle, a 

moving vehicle can have only several seconds to commune with an additional sporadically encounter vehicle. 

The proposed system propose a novel Sybil attack detection scheme called paw marks, via the trajectory of 

vehicle for discovery while still preserving the anonymity and Location privacy of vehicles. In Footprint, the 
location or geographical information of the vehicle is not leaked, which guarantees the location privacy of 

vehicles furthermore it do not could do with the identity of vehicle, which ensures the anonymity of vehicles. 

Second resolve delve into conniving worse linkable Signer-Ambiguous cross scheme such that the computation 

overhead for mark substantiation along with the statement slide be able to be reduced. Third, a threshold 

Elgamal system based key management proposal for protection VANET starting the compromise RSUs and 

their consent with the malevolent vehicle. 

2. Models and Design Goals 

2.1 System Model and Assumptions 

In vehicular network, affecting motor vehicle can commune with other neighboring vehicles or RSUs 

via inter vehicle transportation and edge to medium relations. Fig.1 illustrates the architecture of the system 

model, which consists of three interactive mechanisms: 

 RSUs: can be deployed at intersections or any area of interest     (e.g., bus station and parking 

assortment entrance). A characteristic RSU as well function as a wireless AP (e.g., IEEE 802.11x) which 

provides wireless admittance to user inside its exposure. RSUs are consistent (e.g., by a dedicated network or 

through the Internet via not expensive ADSL acquaintances) form a RSU spine system. 

  

 

 
 

 
 

           
 

 
Fig.1 Illustration of System Model 

 
As the vehicle traverse the locale, it will come crossways frequent RSUs, typically deployed at 

intersections. On-board units (OBUs): are installing on vehicle. An archetypal OBU can furnish among a 
despicable GPS receiver and a short-range wireless communication component (e.g., DSRC IEEE 802.11p 

[20]). A means of transportation prepared with an OBU can communicate with an RSU or with other vehicle in 
environs via wireless associations. For simplicity, we simply refer to a vehicle as a medium prepared with an 

OBU in the respite of this piece. A vehicle can be malicious if it is an attacker or compromised by a defender. 
Faith influence: is responsible for the system initialization and RSU management. The TA is also 

connected to the RSU spine system. Note down with the purpose of the TA does not provide vehicle for any 

certification purpose in Footprint. A vehicle can assert as numerous capricious identities as it needs. 

 

In this work, we make the following assumptions: 
 
Assumption 1: The TA as well as all RSUs is flattering honorable. 
 
Assumption 2: The RSUs are synchronized. 

Synchronization among RSUs is easy to accomplish because all RSUs are consistent by the RSU spine 
system. 
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Assumption 3: The mobility of vehicles is dependent. This revenue creature vehicle ought to budge 

independently and therefore would not travel along the same route for all the time. 
 

2.2 Attack Model 
 

In arrange to instigate a Sybil assail, a malevolent medium must try to present multiple distinct 

identities. This can be achieving by mutually generate official identity or by impersonate other normal 

vehicles. With the following ability, a defender may achieve something to instigate a Sybil attack in vehicular 

networks: 
 

Heterogeneous configuration: immoral vehicle can contain less communiqué and estimation re-

sources than honest vehicles. For example, a malicious medium can mount manifold wireless cards, in the flesh 

in place of different communication entities. Furthermore, having more controlling property preserve also not 

succeed those resource testing schemes for detecting Sybil attacks. 

 

Message manipulation: payable to the scenery of release wireless channel, the defender can eavesdrop 
on nearby communications of other parties. In consequence, it is feasible to facilitate the defender gets and 

interpolates critical information needed to impersonate others. 
 

In any assessment creation process based on intelligence sent from an integer of individual vehicle, if 

a defender succeeds in present several independent identities, it can launch Sybil attacks against honest 
vehicles where the attacker can inject compound false reports via numerous identities into the ultimate result. 

In the lead Sybil attack occurrence, the absolute outcome may exist inclined appropriate to the pressure of false 

reports send from attacker. 

2.3 Design Goals 

 
The design of a Sybil attack discovery design in municipal vehicular network should achieve three goals: 

Location privacy preservation: a particular vehicle would not like to expose its location in sequence to 
other vehicle and RSUs as glowing ever since such in sequence preserve be classified. The exposure system 
ought to prevent the setting in order of vehicles from being leaked. 

1. Online detection: When a Sybil attack is launched, the detection scheme should retort ahead of the 

molest has completed. Otherwise, the attacker possibly will previously realize its principle. 

 
2. Sovereign detection: The real meaning of Sybil assail happen is to facilitate the decision is through base 

on collection negotiations. To abolish the prospect that a Sybil attack is launched against the detection 

itself, the discovery ought to be conduct autonomously by means of the verifier without collaboration 

with others. 

 

3. Overview 

In general, Footprint integrate three modish methods namely, communications construction, location-
hidden trajec-tory generation, and Sybil assail discovery. 

Further specially, we take on an incremental method to deploy RSUs. In the end, a limited number of 

obtainable RSUs can attain the greatest examination exposure in terms of served traffic amount as well as good 

fairness in conditions of geological sharing. Later than the consumption of RSUs, a vehicle can require 

authorized messages from every RSU it pass by as an evidence of its attendance there. We adopt an event-

oriented linkable ring signature scheme intended for RSUs to concern sanctioned communication for vehicle. 

Such authorized messages are location hidden which refers to with the purpose of RSU signature is signer 

indistinct as well as the certified communication is provisionally linkable. Additionally, a set of successive 
approved communication issue for a medium are firmly chain mutually to structure a spot concealed line of the 

medium, which resolve be utilize for identify this means of transportation in prospect conversation. For the 
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period of a discussion which is initialized through a medium or an RSU, call an exchange receptacle, 

participate medium should afford its curve in favor of substantiation. Among the trajectory send commencing 

all participate vehicles, the conversation holder can conduct online Sybil molest recognition according to the 

correspondence correlation between each pair of trajectories. Among all trajectories, Sybil trajectory 
counterfeit beginning the similar protector is spring up to get in concert contained by the similar “community.”  
 
3.1 Infrastructure Construction 
 
3.1.1 RSU Deployment 
 

In paw marks, vehicle requires sanctioned post issued beginning RSUs to form trajectories, which 

should be statically installed as the communications. While allowing used for the exploitation of RSUs, two 
practical questions are essential, i.e., where to put in RSUs inside the metropolis and how lots of of them are 

satisfactory? 

A simple solution is to deploy RSUs at all intersections. These canister outcome fine trajectories 

among ample number of sanctioned messages which will facilitate the recognition of a means of transportation. 

Conversely, deploy such an enormous numeral of RSUs in one time is prohibitive outstanding to the towering 

outlay. During disparity, we obtain an incremental operation approach in path, considering the tradeoff 

between minimizing the number of RSUs and maximize the reporting of interchange. Distinctively, in the early 

developing stage by way of a restricted integer of RSUs, an link is prefer if it satisfy two necessities: first, it is 

geographically at slightest positive reserve far missing commencing all further RSU-equipped intersection 

second, it have the upper frontier transfer dimensions between all respite intersection devoid of RSUs. The 

rationale for require two RSUs at slightest convinced distance far left is to pass up uneven consumption 

someplace RSUs be repeatedly deployed along a high-traffic-volume path. While further RSUs are obtainable 

to establish, a slighter expanse container be worn to systematize RSUs according to the greater than stratagem.  

 

3.1.2 System Initialization 
 

Subsequent to effecting RSU exploitation, in organize to utility suitably, the system first needs to be 

initialized. The initialization process includes three steps: 
 

Setting up TA: the TA first chooses a set of public parameters required for the ring signature proposal 
which is worn for RSUs to warning communication and establishes a pair of public/private key pair (KTA

pub; 
KTA

pri) as well. The public key of the TA KTA
pub can be obtained by all RSUs and vehicle in the  

sorting throughout a sheltered conduit. It is used to verify whether a message is authorized by the TA (see 

Appendix C, available in the online supplemental substance, designed for the exhaustive initialization course 

of action). 

Setting up RSUs: when a new RSU Rk  is added to the organization,  the  TA  issue  a  join up  of  
public/private  key  pair (KRpub; KRpri) for Rk  in addition to send the unrestricted parameter to Rk  as glowing 

Behind all RSUs are register in the coordination, the Public Key listing (PKL) of all RSUs is broadcasted to all 

RSUs commencing the TA by way of the RSU vertebrae arrangement. In accumulation, the IP address of its 

bordering RSUs of Rk are in addition notify to Rk. Communication with the purpose of all mail send starting 

the TA are endorsed by the TA using its private key KTA
pri. Complying by way of the incremental exploitation 

of RSUs, adaptation be in charge of is full by the TA in managing the PKL. More specifically, whilst new 

RSUs sign up in the classification, the TA updates the PKL and increases its translation quantity. Then, the 

newest PKL can be broadcast to every part of RSUs in the organization via the RSU moral fiber network.  
Setting up vehicles: For a vehicle to join in the organization, it barely requirements to acquire the PKL 

of all RSUs as well as the unrestricted parameter. It can get such information when encountering any RSU or a 

means of transportation by way of the in sequence. Subsequent to that, it can construct its own trajectories in 

the system. 
 

For an automobile to be there advanced by means of the up-to-the-minute PKL, every one instance it 

communicates with an RSU, the vehicle can include the description add up to of PKL it have. The RSU 

canister authenticate whether the vehicle has the latest description. If not, the RSU determination aid the means 

of transportation updates the PKL. 
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3.2 Generating Location-Hidden Trajectory 
 
3.2.1 Location-Hidden Authorized Message Generation 
 

In arrange to be position hidden; sanctioned communication issued for vehicles from an RSU should 
possess two properties, i.e., signer imprecise and for the moment linkable. The signer-ambiguous property 

means the RSU should not use a dedicated identity to indication communication. The momentarily linkable 

chattels require two authorized messages are recognizable if and only if they be generate through the same 

RSU contained by the equivalent given stage of time. Otherwise, a long-term likability of authorized 

communication worn for classification sooner or later has the same effect as using a dedicated identity for 

vehicles. 

In this manuscript, we exhibit one promising realization of a location-hidden sanctioned memorandum 

generation scheme using linkable ring signature. Linkable ring signature is signer-ambiguous and signatures 
are linkable (i.e., two signatures can be connected if along with barely if they be issue by the matching signer) 

as well. Particularly, we decide the linkable chime cross method introduce by Dodis et al.  And Tsang and Wei 

for two reasons: first, it has been proved to be secure; second, it has unvarying autograph size. To congregate 

the obligation of momentarily linkable property, we extend the scheme to prop up the event-orient relation 

capability property which guarantee that any two signatures are linkable if and only if they be sign base lying 

on the equivalent occurrence by the equivalent RSU. 

Into our signature scheme, we define an event as a period of time surrounded through which two 
signatures issued on or after the similar RSU are linkable. Thus, an RSU signature consists of three parts: 

corroboration of comprehension period id, and link tag. The pok is a proof that the signature on the message M 

is legitimate. The occasion identification is a fixed-size fragment cord consequent by a secure cryptographic 

hash function on an event (i.e., a period of occasion). The connection tag is generating base on the occasion id 

and the private key of an RSU. When an event expires, all RSUs in the organization at the same time divide a 

new-fangled occasion id and link tag for the next event (next period of time). With instance variation relation 

tags, the RSU autograph is capable of pull together the provisionally linkable prerequisite. 

An intuitive way to generate sanctioned communication for vehicle is that an RSU sometimes 
broadcast endorsed time stamps to the vehicles in its locality. This process is uncomplicated excluding not 

protected. Seeing as a time stamp is not specially generated for a particular vehicle, any other vehicle getting 

such a time stamp by eavesdropping on the wireless channels can claim its presence at this RSU smooth 

despite the actuality that it have by no means be there by the side of that moment. Hence, time stamps should 

be generated for individual vehicles. In Footprint, when a vehicle vi approaches an RSU Rk, it demands a time 

stamp from  Rk,  using  a  jth  temporarily  generated  key  pair (Kvpub;j; Kvpri;j) (vi  can generate a set of 

temporary key pairs in advance). Upon request, Rk generates a communication M for vi, which includes Kv
pub

; 

j, and a time stamp indicating the time when this message is generated. Then, Rk signs on the memorandum M 

and sends M together with the signature, denoted as M k SRk (M), back to vi (see Appendix D, available in the 

online supplemental material, for the details of signature generation). 

 

3.2.2 Message Verification 
  

1. As the confirmation with the meaning of a means of transportation vi was in attendance near certain 
RSU Rk at certain time, an authorized message issued for vi can be alive established by any individual (e.g., a 
means of transportation or an RSU) in the organization. An authorized message cannot be misused by other 
vehicles contained in M. Consequently, if the test stands, it means M is exclusively generated for vi rather than 
for other vehicles. 

2. Legitimacy verification: If the sanctioned memorandum passes the possession agreement, the living 

being further examine whether the cross controlled in the sanctioned memorandum is sign by a genuine RSU in 

the collection (see addendum E, obtainable at home the online supplemental substance, for the minutiae of 

cross corroboration). In the folder to facilitate vi fail in each step, the entity resolve mull over vi as a 

malevolent vehicle and ignore any further actions of vi. 
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3.2.3 Trajectory-Encoded Message 
 

Intuitively, an endorsed communication issue from an RSU is able to be worn to spot a medium. 

However, it is often the casing with the aim of two or more sanctioned communication could have the identical 

link tag. In this case, it is hard to tell whether these communication be in the right place to special vehicle. 

With the autonomous mobility postulation, as two vehicles be in motion along, the probability 

intended for the pair of vehicle having accurately the equivalent trajectories is slim. Therefore, it is reasonable 

to use trajectory to totally represent consequent vehicle as long as individual’s trajectory are adequately 

extended. In the midst of authoritative communication, an uncomplicated technique for a means of 
transportation to in attendance its trajectory is to sort all its authorized messages into a succession according to 

instance. Thus, in potential conversation, the vehicle can use this sequence of authorized messages to recognize 

it. This system is straightforward but ineffective since each time when the vehicle needs to be identified during 

banter, all post in the progression be supposed to be sent to the conversation holder for verification. These will 

expenditure incredible wireless bandwidth and computational possessions. Furthermore, a malicious vehicle 

can easily forge a huge amount of phony trajectory by capriciously alternative a breaking up of authorized 

messages as long as these messages are in the correctly arrange of moment. While endorsed communication is 

position hidden, the conversation holder cannot tell whether a provided curve is a genuine solitary or a 

counterfeit solitary. 

In footstep, we entrench the course of a vehicle addicted to an authorized message. Specifically, upon 

the starting of a fresh occurrence, moreover compute the innovative event id furthermore connection tag 

designed for the innovative event, an RSU besides inform all its adjacent RSUs among the new generate link 

tag. During the new event, when a means of transportation foremost meet an RSU Rk, it requests an authorized 

message M k SRk (M) from Rk using temporary key pair (Kvpub;j; Kvpri;jÞ)following the procedure as described 

in  Section 4.3.1. As this means of transportation move on and encounter an additional RSU Rl, it foremost 

choose a new provisional key pair andverifies the endorsed communication next the practice describe in the on 

top of segment. If the verification succeeds, Rl further checks whether the link tag in SRk (M) belongs to one of 

its neighbors.  If  yes,  Rl  constitutes  a  new  messagewith  the  new  temporary  public  key  of  the  vehicle  

Kvpub;jþ1, I current time stamp, all (link tag, time stamp) pairs contained in M if any. Then, Rl signs on the new 
message and send the course implanted authoritative communication reverse to the vehicle. If the link tag 

contained in SRk (M) does not belong to any neighboring RSU of Rl, Rl will treat itself as the first RSU during 

the course of the means of transportation and indication consequently. This procedure repeats as the vehicle 

moves. As a result, a course is entrenched surrounded by a particular endorsed communication. 

Within an event, a vehicle can actively choose to terminate the in progress curve and establish a latest 

route at a number of time by sending only a new impermanent unrestricted key to an RSU. Whilst an 

occurrence expires, all RSUs will simultaneously change their link tags. In this holder, the arrangement 

military all vehicles to start new trajectories. 

In the midst of trail prearranged communication, each point in time as soon as a means of 

transportation requirements to be identified, the vehicle only needs to send a solitary sanctioned 

communication to a verifier which tremendously diminish the cipher of verifications on or after O (l) to O (1), l 

be the length of the trajectory (i.e., the number of involved RSUs). Besides, the trail preset in an authoritative 

statement is confirmed and construct by adjoining RSUs, which for the most part restrictions the ability of a 

malicious vehicle to arbitrarily forge fake trajectories. 

 

 

3.2.4 Sybil Attack Detection 
  

For the duration of a discussion, in the lead demand on or after the discussion receptacle, all 

participating vehicles endow with their curve entrenched authoritative communication issue surrounded by 

precise. 
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Fig.2 RSU Adjacent Association 

 

In the above figure, adjacent RSUs (denoted by dots) are unrelated with dash line. The rock-hard 

arrows point toward the authentic progression of RSUs a malevolent assemble and the dash arrow present a 

potential forged curve. Event meant for identification. With submitted messages, the conversation holder 

verifies each curve and refuses persons vehicle that fail the memorandum substantiation. Subsequent to that, 
the exchange proprietor conducts online Sybil attack uncovering before promote happening with the 

discussion. 
 

3.2.5 Problem Definition 
 

Recollect so as to, in trail, vehicle encompass broad lack of restrictions to generate their trajectory For 

example, a vehicle is allowed to application numerous authoritative communication on or after an RSU by 

means of unlike impermanent input pair. Consequently, a means of transportation can use dissimilar endorsed 

communication for extraordinary conversation. This potential, though, can be leveraged by a malicious vehicle 

that tries toward commence a Sybil assault by means of manifold dissimilar communication in a solitary 

discussion. We define the Sybil attack detection predicament as: rearrange a position of course surrounded 

authorized communication surrounded by an event, how can the conversation holder be familiar with genuine 

vehicle and Sybil ones? 
 

The online Sybil attack problem is hard due to three following factors:  
First, endorsed communication generate for dissimilar vehicle are asynchronous. The foundation of by 

means of trajectory to symbolize vehicle is pedestal on the in sequence that a cruise medium cannot in 

audience itself at different locations at the same time. The asynchrony of communication makes the finding 

unswervingly base on this reality unfeasible. 

Subsequent, endorsed mail is for the time being linkable, which means there is no invariable mapping 

between an RSU signature and the real RSU who signed this signature. Consequently, no coldness in 

succession is obtainable among two RSUs enclosed in any two signatures. This makes the problem even harder 

because solitary cannot make use of the moment dissimilarity sandwiched amid two authorized messages and 

the distance stuck between the twosomes of consequent RSUs to conjecture whether two communications is in 

the right place to two separate vehicles. 

Last, a malicious vehicle can abuse the lack of restrictions of flight creation and the national 
correlation among RSUs to generate elaborately designed trajectories. For instance, in Fig. 2, an assailant can 

with endorsement produce compound trajectory which happens to perceptible unusual from every solitary 

further constant underneath an extremely uncomplicated RSU topology. Imagine the genuine passageway of 

the assailant is {R1; R2; R3; R4} (indicated by solid arrows). It knows how to originate a new-fangled curve at 

whichever RSU by means of using a different temporary key pair. Therefore, besides the trajectory {R1; R2; R3; 

R4}, trajectory resembling {R1; R2; R3}, {R2; R3; R4}, {R1; R2}; {R2; R3}, {R3; R4}, {R1}, {R2}, {R3} and {R4} 

are all legitimate. In addition, knowing the neighboring relation-ship of R2 and R4, the attacker can generate 

forged trajectory approximating {R1; R2; R4}, {R1; R4}, in addition to {R2; R4} (indicate by the dash arrow). 

Note that the attacker cannot generate a trajectory like {R1; R3} because R1 is not a neighbor of R3. In the case 

of this example, R3 only expects signatures signed by R2 and R4. 

In the following sections, we present the social relation-ship between two trajectories according 

toward our description of resemblance then, we introduce how to find and remove Sybil trajectories. 
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3.2.6 Social Relationship among Trajectories 
 

Although a mean means of transportation know how to put forward numerous bogus trajectories to a 

discussion proprietor, these curve suit two information. First, a counterfeit trajectory is an appropriate 

detachment of the actual trajectory. For example, in Fig. 2, the entire counterfeit curve be profuse with this 

exposed the authentic trajectory. Second, several two counterfeit trajectory cannot have two divergent RSUs at 

the equivalent moment. It is accurate designed for the motivation that or else the malicious vehicle would 

appear at two locations at the same time. 

Features of actual trajectory. Regardless of the asynchrony as well as momentarily linkable property 
of sanctioned communication, in attendance are two indispensable particulars with the intention of container 

being browbeaten to judge whether two trajectories are on or after two authentic vehicles? Primary, it is 

extremely indissoluble, if not impossible, for a single medium in the direction of pass through stuck between a 

join up of RSUs shorter than a point limit. We define such a time limit as traverse time boundary. Subsequent, 

surrounded by an inadequate instance interlude, the entirety integer of RSUs traversed by a single vehicle is 

less than a limit. I classify such a perimeter as trajectory duration frontier. Specified a specific RSU 

deployment, the traverse time limit can be recognized because the undeviating moment designed for a medium 

to pass through between any pair of RSUs in the system. The trajectory length frontier canister is indomitable 

as the ceiling adds up to of RSUs implicated in a trajectory within an event (a trajectory is forced in the 

direction of expire next to the last part of an incident). Both can be measured based on the distance and speed 

limitations of each road segment and the layout of RSU deployment. 

Base occurrence these facial appearance, I foremost accomplish a segregation assessment, examining 

whether two trajectories are distinct. There are two suitcases wherever a pair of trajectory be capable of exceed 

the test (positive test). In the first case, there are two distinct RSUs appear contained by a sliding instant 

casement (call prove casement) when checking two trajectories. We can set the size of the confirm porthole 

identical to the negotiate instant frontier. For example, in Fig. 3, trajectories T 1 and T 2 are distinct seeing as in 

attendance exist a join up of singular RSUs contained by the confirm porthole (denoted by the box of dash 

line), i.e., R2 and R3. Into the subsequent folder, the quantity of RSUs contain into the combined RSU 

succession of two trajectory be superior to the curve time-span edge. I merge a pair of trajectories into one 
RSU sequence by sorting all RSUs contained in the join up of trajectory according in the direction of instance. 

Inside meticulous, uninterrupted identical RSUs in the sequence are counted only once. For example, the 

merged RSU sequence of T 1 and T 2 in Fig. 3 is {R1; R4; R2; R5; R3; R6}. If the trajectory length limit is 5, then 

T 1 and T 2 are distinguishable since the length of the sequence is 6. In all other cases, the pair of trajectory 

fails during the analysis (pessimistic analysis). Designed for trajectory which is negative to the test, they are 

treated as suspicious otherwise abounding through inadequate in sequence. Designed for example in Fig. 3, T 2 

and T 2 cannot prove that they are mutually exclusive via the exclusion test. 
 
3.2.7 Eliminating Sybil Communities 
 

In the midst of the scrutiny within the beyond segment, the Sybil attack detection problem can be well 
solved by finding an efficient algorithm headed for eradicate every one of probable “community” of Sybil 

trajectory. However, the problem of finding all Sybil “community” contained by a prearranged position of 

trajectory is incredibly inflexible.  

We have the following Theorem. 
 
Theorem 1: With the definition of relationship between two trajectories in terms of similarity, the problem of 

finding all “communities” of Sybil trajectory surrounded by means of a prearranged position of trajectory is 

NP-complete. 
 
Proof: Presume apiece curve during the lay down is a vertex in an undirected graph. We define an edge 

between two vertices stipulation the equivalent trajectory encompass a non unconstructive portrait 

assessment. In the direction of come across all “community” contained by the curvature position is 

indistinguishable to find all complete subgraphs (called cliques). Pronouncement the entire clique inside a 

graph is an able-bodied recognized NP-complete predicament. This completes the proof.  
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In footstep, I capture an iterative method just before get all Sybil “communities.” Specifically, we first 

generate a corresponding chart according in the direction of the course of action describe within the 

Theorem testimony. Subsequently, iteratively, we pick a maximum clique each time in the graph and delete 

all vertices in the clique and all corresponding edges from the graph until there are rejection further vertices 
missing inside the grid. The rationale with the intention of I elect to choose the utmost faction every one 

time is twofold: First, in order in the direction of commence a Sybil assail, a malevolent vehicle expect to 

accomplish multiple identifications, which requires the attacker in the direction of concern a adequate 

quantity of counterfeit trajectory. This will form a big-sized clique in contrast to those cliques prepared 

awake of truthful vehicle; Subsequent, for the reason that the organize in which I eliminate clique 

commencing the grid does not alteration an imaginative clique from being a clique in the left graph, 

removing the max clique each time helps shrink the size of the graph, which improve the Sybil assail 

recognition concert. Stipulation there are multiple maximum cliques found, I choose the solitary in the 

midst of the prevalent sum of comparison allied with the entire limits. The rationale is with the intention of 

a superior connection means two curves be more identical, which are further probable beginning a 

malevolent vehicle. With each picked maximum clique, I desire the curve in the midst of the best ever time-
span as an above-board trajectory and discard all other trajectories in the clique. Within this technique, a 

malevolent vehicle is acceptable to symbolize itself once no matter how many forged trajectories it has 

generate. 

En route for pick and choose a ceiling faction commencing the chart, I espouse a heuristic branch-

and-bound algorithm.Each time the vertices are foremost sort through a ravenous pinnacle coloring 

algorithm. Then, the investigate start commencing the foremost highest point. Considering the vehicular 

relevance circumstances wherever conversation amongst vehicle be imaginary to be short, we set up a timer 

for incisive the ceiling faction. As soon as the device expires the currently found clique is returned. 

 

4. Analysis 

4.1 Security Analysis 

As described in Section 3, a malicious vehicle can easily obtain messages between two other 

communicating entities by eavesdropping on the wireless channels. In Footprint, all messages are delivered via 

wireless communication. If a malicious vehicle can succeed in using authorized messages issued for other 

vehicles, it can masquerade as multiple identities, launching a Sybil attack. The Footprint design is secure in 

terms of defending:  
1. Against the message replay attacks: In Footprint, any attempt to misuse authorized messages overheard 

from other vehicles fails. This is because an authorized message needs first to be verified before it can be used 

for identifying a vehicle. In the message verification procedure, in order to pass the ownership verification, the 

attacker must know the temporary private key of the original owner of this message, which is impossible to 

achieve.   
2. Against the integrity attack: In Footprint, the attacker cannot interpolate the content of a trajectory either. 

This is because the integrity of a trajectory is guaranteed by the signature of neighboring RSUs which are fully 

trustworthy. Verifiers conduct legitimacy verification described in Section 4.3.2 to examine whether the 

signatures of trajectories are signed by legitimate RSUs in the system. Hence, any trajectory without being 

authorized by legitimate RSUs will be rejected. 

Now analyze the secure level of Footprint with regard to defending against Sybil attacks. 
 

In Footprint, a malicious vehicle can collect as many trajectories as it needs. Upon trying to launch a 

Sybil attack, the malicious vehicle can also submit as many Sybil trajectories as it needs to a conversation. In 

addition, the malicious vehicle can also overhear authorized messages sent from other participating vehicles. 

As a result, the malicious vehicle knows all other trajectories provided to the conversation holder. 

Given the Sybil attack detection mechanism, for a Sybil trajectory T 1 to successfully present a Sybil 

identity, T 1 should be longer than the length of those actual trajectories that are similar with T 1. On the other 

hand, in order to gain a disproportionately large influence in the conversation, the malicious vehicle should 
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manage to attain enough number of Sybil identities. These two conditions, however, are contradictory because 

as the length of Sybil trajectories increases, the number of Sybil trajectories decreases very fast. Moreover, 

since honest vehicles tend to provide their full trajectories so as to be exclusively distinguished, the malicious 

vehicle has to provide longer Sybil trajectories in order to outstand from possible “communities” of similar 
trajectories. It is possible only when the malicious vehicle can provide a set of not-so-similar Sybil trajectories 

which are comparable with actual trajectories provided by honest vehicles in terms of quantity and the 

trajectory length. This requires the malicious vehicle has much higher mobility than other vehicles, which is 

not feasible due to the urban settings (e.g., traffic control, speed limitations, traffic condition). In summary, 

although it cannot fully eliminate the threat of Sybil attacks, Footprint can largely restrict Sybil attacks from 

happening and enormously reduce the impact even if a Sybil attack happens. 

We will extensively evaluate the performance of Foot-print in distinguishing honest vehicles from 
malicious ones via trace-driven simulations. 

 

4.2 Privacy Analysis 
 

In addition to security concerns, Footprint can meet the requirement for location privacy preservation 

of vehicles. 
 

Specifically, a trajectory-embedded authorized message has signer-ambiguous and temporarily 

linkable properties. With the signer-ambiguous property, the RSU signature contained in the message is 

anonymous which makes an attacker unable to determine which RSU actually signed the message. Thus, no 

location information can be inferred by knowing a RSU signature. With the temporarily linkable property, 

RSUs change their link tags on every new event which means remembering a previous link tag of a RSU does 

not help an attacker identify this RSU in any other event. Therefore, even if an attacker conducts a field testing 

by recording the locations of RSUs and their corresponding link tags, it can only log a small number of RSUs 

for a short period of time. 

In addition, as conversation holders randomly choose a previous event and request all participating 

vehicles to provide a trajectory during this event, a vehicle uses different trajectories generated in different 

events for identification. Thus, because of the temporarily linkable property ofauthorized messages, an attacker 

cannot infer the connection between two trajectories generated in different events. Thus, an attacker cannot 

track a vehicle. 

 

4.3 Performance Analysis 
 

The routine of footstep in requisites of computational convolution of the cross invention in addition to 

substantiation algorithms and the Sybil assail recognition algorithm. 

Within the cross invention and corroboration scheme, there are four kind of operation, i.e., modular 

accumulation, modular reproduction, modular exponentiation, in addition to se-cure cryptographic 

hodgepodge, denote as Add, Mul, Exp, in addition to Hash, correspondingly. Since the Exp and Hash 
operations are far more computationally exclusive than the further two operation, I utilize the number of Exp in 

addition to Hash operation to investigate the computational complication of these two scheme. 

Inside generate or verify a cross, for the most part of the operation can be conduct in proceed. For sign 

a memorandum, an RSU barely requirements to work out a confusion assessment (other cheap operations are 

ignored) for online sign a memorandum. Within the folder of verify a cross, a verifier (e.g., a vehicle or an 

RSU) only needs to conduct and one Hash operations. 
 

In the Sybil attack revealing algorithm, an exchange proprietor who conduct the recognition will 

foremost authenticate the entire provide trajectory implanted communication. Subsequently, it compares each 

pair of legal trajectories and uses the heuristic branch-and-bound algorithm to eliminate Sybil community. 

Prearranged n trajectory, the complexity of pairwise trajectory comparison is O (n2) in addition to the most 

awful container consecutively instance complexity of removing Sybil community is O (3n/2). 
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5. Design Issues 
 

This fragment discusses some design issue with the intention of footstep could encounter in practice. 

Multiple authorized messages. Whilst a means of transportation requirements a sanctioned communication 

commencing an RSU, it is promising that nearby are compound RSUs getting the relevance and sign a message 

concurrently for this vehicle (e.g., in a dense deployment). As a result, the vehicle may possibly get compound 

communication sign from singular RSUs (i.e., the vehicle can get multiple legitimate trajectory) which 

container be leveraged by a malevolent vehicle to commence Sybil assail. One simple solution is that while 

deploying RSUs, the broadcast influence of RSUs can be accurately configured so with the intention of in 

attendance is no exposure is related between two neighboring RSUs. Consequently, vehicle containers barely 
communicate by means of at the majority one RSU at one time. More sophisticated methods may need 

collaboration among neighboring RSUs. For example, a small set of neighboring RSUs can coordinate to 

localize a vehicle base on their RSSI dimensions and decide on an accurate RSU to communicate with the 

vehicle. 

Scalability in provisions of the quantity of substantiation. Owing to the high mobility of vehicles, the 

duration of interactions involving RSUs and vehicle and involving vehicle are incredibly undersized. This may 

arouse the scalability concern, i.e., how numerous vehicles a meticulous RSU or a medium is intelligent to 

interrelate in a short period of time like seconds. If the generation otherwise substantiation of signature is not 
exceptionally resourceful, it is possible that a vehicle fail toward acquire an authoritative memorandum 

commencing an RSU prior to it runs out of the communication range of the RSU.  

 

 

Ever-increasing period of communication. In footstep, the contemporary trajectory information is 

required both for an RSU to sign a new-fangled memorandum in addition to intended for other vehicle to 

authenticate. As the trajectory continues to cultivate, the memorandum range is besides linearly ever-increasing 

which consume further communiqué bandwidth. In addition, in vehicular development, somewhere the 

wireless linkage eminence is awfully vigorous, protracted communication may perhaps experience failure. In 

our proposal, a trajectory is composed of consecutive pairs of RSU linkage tag and instance stamp the typical 
time-span of a memorandum is 68n bytes, where n is the length of the trajectory contained in the 

memorandum. In footstep, in organize to suit the momentary linkable chattels, a short period of time should be 

chosen seeing that an incident. Inside this folder, the n is reasonably diminutive (e.g., several tens). This also 

helps to limit the size of a message. 
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Inside the Sybil assail recognition design; it is possible that a trajectory of an honest vehicle may 

perhaps be miscellaneous in the midst of other trajectory (any malevolent Sybil trajectory otherwise 

supplementary candid ones) particularly whilst the time-span of the trajectory is petite. This issue can be 

largely mitigated by compare manifold set of trajectory issue inside poles proceedings. If the probability for an 

honest trajectory in an incident of a means of transportation individual treat as Sybil is p, subsequently the 

likelihood with the intention of the means of transportation being effectively acknowledged is (1 ₃  p)m when 

using trajectories in m events. For example, when p = 0:2 and m = 3, the success probability is above 99 

percent. 
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6. Conclusion and Future Work 

Thus, a Sybil attack detection scheme Footprint for urban vehicular networks will be developed. 

Consecutive authorized communication obtains through a mysterious medium on or after RSUs forms a 

trajectory to identify the corresponding vehicle. Location space to you of vehicle is potted by means of realize 

a locality concealed cross proposal. Utilizing social relationship among trajectories, Trace container locates 

and eliminates Sybil trajectory. The footstep proposes be able to be incrementally implemented in a large city. 

It is also demonstrated by both analysis and extensive trace-driven simulations that Footprint can largely 

restrict Sybil attacks and can enormously reduce the impact of Sybil attacks in urban settings (above 98 percent 

detection rate). With the proposed detection mechanism having much space to extend, we will continue to 

work on several directions. First, in footstep, I assume with the intention of all RSUs are dependable.  

However, if an RSU is compromised, it can help malevolent medium produce counterfeit legal 

trajectories (e.g., near insert association tag of supplementary SUs into a fictitious trajectory). In that case, 

Footstep cannot become aware of such trajectory. Nevertheless, the corrupted RSU cannot deny a link tag 

generated by it nor build association tag generate by further RSUs, which be capable of be there utilized to 

detect a compromised RSU in the system. In future occupation, will regard as the state of affairs everywhere a 

diminutive tiny proportion of RSUs are compromise. An idea to develop the cost-efficient techniques to detect 

the corruption of RSU. Second, will delve into designing better linkable signer-ambiguous cross scheme such 

with the intention of the working out transparency for cross substantiation in addition to the announcement in 

the clouds can be abridged.  
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